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Abstract. A model of local rings system is constructed which satisfies all the
usual postulates but has no representation where the energy momentum spectrum
lies in the forward light cone.

1. Introduction

We consider local rings systems described by a (7*-algebra 21, the
algebra of quasilocal observables [1], a mapping 0 -> 31(0) which assigns
to each bounded open region in space-time the (7*-subalgebra of 21 of the
observables localized in 0, and a representation x -> ax of the space-time
translation group T in the *-automorphisms group of 21 such that

21 is simple with unit (1)

21(0^ ς 21 (02) if 01 Q 02 (isotony),
A B - BA all A £ 31 (Oj), B ζ 2ί(02) if Oλ - 02 is spacelike (2)
(locality), U 31(0) is dense in 31;

a«(Sl(0)) - 21(0 + x), x 6 T\ (3)
x -> ocx(A)j A £ 21, is continuous from T into 211; (4)
if Δ is the region between any two assigned equal time (5)
hyperplanes, then

U 21(0) generates 21 (time slice axiom) [4].

We say that a representation π of 21 on the Hubert space § satisfies
the spectrum condition if there exists a unitary continuous represent a-
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tion U of T on $) such that

4 £91;

f
γ+

where V+ denotes the closed forward light cone. An algebraic condition
for the existence of such a representation is the following [5] : there is a
closed left ideal J in 21 such that, if 21 satisfies (1) — (4), it has a represen-
tation satisfying the spectrum condition if and only if

J Φ 21 . (6)

By the Reeh-Schlieder lemma, it follows from (1) — (4) that only the
following two cases are possible [5] :

(i) J r\ 91(0) - {0} all 0 ς R4;
(ii) J = 91.
In this note we construct a model satisfying (1) — (5) but not (6)

showing that (ϋ) is also possible and (6) is an independent axiom.

2. The Model

We call & the set of all timelike or lightlike straight lines in Min-
kowski space, and define a map 0 -> ̂ 0 which assignes to each region
0 in R4 the set of all elements in J^ which intersect 0. This map has the
properties

(i) JΓ

0ι r\ J^Oa = # if and only if 01 — 0% is spacelike
(ϋ) J^Q = J^, where 6 = {y\u r\ 0 4= β if y ζ u, u ζ ^}

(ϋi) δx^o = <^o + x, where δxu ζ J^ is the line obtained translating

uζ & by x ζ T .

Given a reference frame in R4, elements u ζ J^ can be parametrized
by the cohordinate a of the intersection of u with the hyperplane t — 0
and by the velocity v corresponding to the world line u, and 3F is ac-
cordingly identified with the subset of R6 of all pairs (a, v) with a, v ζ R3

and |v| < 1. If u = (a, v), δxu = (a -f x — v£, v) for # = (x, ί) ζ T, and
the Lebesgue measure d^ on ̂  is evidently translation invariant.

Let # be the Hubert space ̂ 2 (J ,̂ d w) with / ζ iί, define Ό ( x ) f ^ K
by

x -> U (x) is a strongly continuous unitary representation of T in 7Γ,
whose infinitesimal operators are

(-ϊFa,ίvFa);

the spectrum of C7 is accordingly the set of all spacelike or lightlike points,
the spectral measure being equivalent to Lebesgue measure.
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Let K0 be the subspace of K of all functions in K with support in
J^o, with 0 a region in spacetime, 21 the (7* -algebra of Canonical Anti-
commutation Relations on K, 21(21(0)) the norm closure in 2ί of the set
of all even polynomials in the field operators ψ(f) with f ζK (f ζK0). We

have that
a) 21 is a simple C* -algebra ivith unit [6]; moreover, from (i) and (ii)

above,
b) the map 0 -> 21(0) satisfies (2) and (5) of the preceeding paragraph.
We define now the action of the translation group on 21 let x -> aίx

be the *- automorphisms of 21 induced by U (x), x ζ T, namely such that

&x leaves 2ί invariant; call ocx its restriction to 2ί. From (ϋi) and the
strong continuity of U(x) we have that

c) the map x -> ocx is a representation of T in *Aut2ί satisfying (3)
and (4).

We now show that
d) 21 has no representation satisfying the spectrum condition.
It suffices to show that there exists no such representation n of 21

with a vector Ω invariant under U(#), x ζ T [5]. Assume \\Ω\\ = 1.
With / ξ_ K and / the complex conjugate function, define

Qf = Y > ( / ) + ψ(f)* ζ $; witn x ζ T, &x(Qf) Qf 6 21 and the vector

has spectrum in <$f + ̂  if ̂  is the spectrum oίfζK for the representa-
tion # -> Z7(#). Moreover the vector (7) is zero for all x ζ T only if
(Ωπ(Qf*Qf)Ω} = O2. However the expression </, gr^ = <β, π(Qf*Qg)Ωy}

f,gζK,is& bounded inner product in K which is invariant under U (x),
x ζ T, and non zero, because the anti- commutation relations give

</> />ι = </' /> if / = /• With î tne restriction of U to the orthogonal
complement in K of the null space of { , \ and p a point in the spectrum
of U1, we can choose a neighborhood ̂  of p such that ̂  + £f is space-
like and / £ jff with spectrum in ^ such that (/, /)x Φ 0, whence the
vector (7) is non zero for some x ζ T and d) is proved.

Remark. The model is actually invariant under the inhomogeneous
Lorentz group G. If u -> δgu is the action of g £ 6r on the straight line
^ ζ ̂ , an easy computation shows that for all g ζ G

(where ^ = (a, v) and g= (x, ΛβR] with R a space rotation and Λβ the
pure Lorentz transformation to the velocity /?) which is a continuous

2 This follows from a computation similar to the one in Theorem 3b, ref. [7].
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positive function on J^, so that du is quasi invariant. A unitary con-
tinuous representation U oί G in K which extends x -> U (x), is denned by

we have clearly U(g)K0 = Kg0 for all regions 0, and U(g) induces a
representation of G in ;<IίAut2ί which satisfies the obvious generalizations
of (3) and (4)3.
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The model so obtained is remindful of Lurgat's theory [8].




